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The characteristics of two- and three-loop superdirect ive a nte nn a arrays arc presen led . 
At VLF, t his type of array appears to h ave m any d esirab le qua li t ies, an d the usua l dctr'i 
me ntal ch a racteristics associated wi th superdirectivity are less in evid e nce. It is shown that 
the beamwid th is n arrowest, the front-to-back voltage and power ratios m'e g reat est, a nd the 
posit ion of t he back lobes and nulls are most invari a nt whf'n closel.v spaeed loops are used . 
Inequaliti es in s ignals from the individua l loops tend to obscure t he front a nd back lobe' 
and limit t he proxim ity of th e loops. 

List of Symbols 

E q,=relal ive volLtLge received frorn di rec tion </> compared to voltage Crolll one loop . 
</> = angle of received sign<Ll in the horizontal plan e f!"om the vertical phtll e in ",hiclt th e 

loops are located. 
2'/fD cos rf> 

1/;=-
A 

D = distal1ce beLween loops 
A= free space wavelength 

- il = phase delay between loop 
</>0 = null position 
</>l= position of side lobe maximum 
R1= ra tio of front lobe to side lobe ampliLude 
Ro= ratio of Jront lobe to back lobe amplitud e 
Rp=ratio of power collected by the fronL lobe to thaL colleeled b~- the back lobes 

I = current in the loop antenna 
77 = 1207r, intrinsic impedance of space 

A = area of loop 
{3 = 27r/A 
8= angle in the plane of the loop 
r = radius of loop 

ro= radius of wire used to maIm loop 
ZL= input impedance of loop 
VL= loop voltage 
E,=free space radiation field. 

1. Introduction 

At very low frequencies (VLF) a large land area is required to obtain high resolution and 
unidirectional antenna patterns with conventional arrays. It appears that the array can be 
greatly reduced in size by using the principle of superdirectivity. 

Several authors have discussed the fac tors that limit superdirectivity in practical antennas 
[1'aylor, 1948; Wilmotte, 1948; Riblet, 1948; Yaru, 1951 ; di Francis, 1956 ; Stearns, 1961]. It 
is limited by ohmic losses, narrow bandwidth, and critical tolerances of antenna parameters. 
Superdirective receiving antennas are realizable a t VLF because these limiting factors are less 
in evidence. There is very little coupling between loops used at VLF so the bandwidth is not 
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narrowed and the ohmic losses are not increased when the loops are used in an al'l'ay. The 
tolerances of the loop voltages are critical and will be discussed later. In this paper several 
characteristics of two- and three-loop arrays are derived and presented. 

2 . Radiation Pattern Characteristics 

The important chaTacteristics of the patterns of two- and three-loop arrays will be derived. 
The positions of the side lobes, and nulls, beamwidth, ratio of side and back lobes to front 
lobe , and ratio of power collected by front lobe to that collected by back lobes will be pre
sented . Some of the pattern characteristics of the two-loop aITay have been derived and 
experimentally verified earlier [Friis, 1925]. This paper will be an extension of the work done 
b.,- Friis. 

2 .1. Two-Loop Array 

T he pattern of the two-loop arra~- is easily derived by pattern multiplication from the 
IJattern of a loop and that of a two-element isotropic array [Kraus, 1950a]. Consider two 
identical loops with (0 -'71-) phase shift between them, oriented in line in a vertical plane such 
as loops No. 1 and No.2 in figure 1. If the loops are receiving verticall~- polarized energy. 
the radiation pattern in the horizontal plane is given by (18A) in appendix 5.1 which is 

(1) 

FIGURE 1. Loop antenna arrab. 

(a) Physical configuration. 

( b) Radiation pattern. 

0 .707 

( b) 

2700--------=:,";;'F~------900 
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a. Null Positions 

The null positions ill Lbe pattern may be used to exclude unwanted signals. There ~l j'e 

rOUl' nulls: one each at <7> = 90 ° fwd <7> = 270°, and two between the side lobes and the back lobe 
as shown in figure 1 b. Oilly the null positions between the back lobe and side lobes will be 
discussed, since the othel' two arc fixed . Null positions between the side lobes were derived 
in ftppendix 5.1 and rrom (23A) 

(2) 

Equation (2) is plotted in figure 2 which can be used to position the nulls in a loop <H'l'ay. 

b. Back Lobe Positions 

A picture or th e radifttion pattern would not be complete without a knowledge of the side 
Jobes fwd the back lobe . The s ide lobes are the two lobes whose peaks are situated at equal 
an gles on either s ide of ¢ = 180° and the back lobe is the lobe whose peak: is at <7> = 180° . If 
(22A) ilnd (2:3A) are s ubstit u ted into (1) a volLage pattel'll equaLio n results in te rms or Lhe 
null position selected, 

E q, = 2 cos <7> sin [71'~ (cos <7> - COS <7>0) ] j- (tp)- (3) 

Only t he ampli tude is needed, 

IE",I = 2 cos ¢ sin [71'~ (cos <7> - COS <7>0) J (4) 

The pos itio ns of the maxima of all back lobes can be derived from (4) , by difl'eren tinJing E q, 
\\' ith respect to <7> <wei setting the results equal to zero. Two equal ions are obLftined from which 
tllJ'ee b ack lobes Cftn b e asc~rtained. 
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sin </> = 0, (5) 
find 

(6) 

Equation (5) yields one back lobe maximum at 180°, and (6) yields two more side lobe max
ima, since there is symmetry about </> = 0°. A graphical solution of (6) for three different. 
null positions shows that the side lobe positions change very little with D/A.. These solutions 
are plotted in figure 3. For small loop spacings (D/A.< O.l ) (6) reduces to 

2 cos ¢ 1 = cos ¢o. (7) 

vVhen the null position has been selected, the corresponding back lobe position may be com
puted to a fail' degree of accuracy especially at VLF frequencies where the wavelength is 
very long. 

c. BeaIDwidth 

A measure of the directivity of an antenna is its beamwidth . The half-power bearnwidth 
of tbe two-loop anay is determined by setting 

(8) 

and solving for </>.4, wbich is half the half-power beamwidtb. 

(9) 

When (9) is solved and plotted (see fig . 4) the first evidence of superdirectivity is revealed, 
for the narrowest front lobe occurs with tbe sJnallest loop spacing. The beam width is only 
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plotted up to a value of loop spacing where lobe splitLing begins; at this point the front lobe 
splits into two lobes. This loop spacing depends upon the null positions, and occurs where 

L .. dIE .. I · " Imit --" lS poslt lve. 
</>-)0 clA/> 

Lobe splitting begins at t be following loop spacings : 

D jt-.= 0.364 for a null at 180° 
D jt-. = 0.385 for a null at 150° 
D jt-. = 0.461 for a null at 120°, 

d. Front-te-Back Lobe Ratios 

The front-to-back: r atio )llay well be the most important charll,cteris tic of the two-loop 
array, for it shows to what degree signals from the real' (</> = 90° to </> = 270°) are excluded. 
If (4) wi th </> = 0° is divided by the same equation with </> = </> 1, the position of the back lobe 
maxima, the lowest fron t-to-back voltfLge ratio is obtained 1'0[, the two lobes on either side 
of </> = 180°, 

and for t he sin gle bac k: lobe at c/> = 180°, 

E </>= o sin [7r~ (I -cos c/>o) ] 
--=R o= . 
E </>= 180o . s ill[7r~ (l + cosc/>o) ] 

(10) 

(ll ) 

The front-Lo-back ratios of back lobes c/> = c/>l a lld </> = 180° nre ploUed ,lS a function of 
D jt-. for severfLl null positions and shown in fi gures 5a and 5b, The l \VO back lobes off </> = ] 80° 
are called the side lobes to distinguish them from the back: lobe at </> = 180°, These curves 
represent the lowest front- to-bac k ratios. At all other angles </>, the £ront- to-back ratio is 
greater. It is interesting to no te that the solution fo[, H I and Ro ,,-hen D jt-. is VClT small is 
a fair app roxim ation for a good range of D jt-. values, 

I -cos </>0 

I , R I -cos </>0. 
1m '0 -

.Q-)o 1 +cos CPo 
A 

(12) 

(13) 

When loop spacing is small there is an optimwn null position for t he greatest front-to-back ratio. 
If (12) and (13) are plotted as a function of null position, as in figure 6, the intcrsections of the 
two curves give the positions of the nulls for equal and optimum front-to-back: voltage ratio 
with all three back lobes. The optimum front-to-back ratio is 11 and occurs at the Dull po i
tions of 145 and 215°. 

In applications where the loop array is in a field of m ultiple so urces, such as spherics at 
VLF, it is useful to optimize the ratio of the power collected by th e front to that collected by 
the back lobes. For small loop spacings, (4) reduces to 

(14) 
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If (14) is squared and integntted over the front lobe, the normalized power is obtained. 

(15) 

The integration needs to be performed over only half the front lobe (</J=O to 7r/2) since there is 
symmetry about </J = O°. Then 

. 87r2D2 [ . (COS2 cP 3 2 cos2 cPo) (COS2 cPo ;3) 4 . Jf 
p!=~ cos cP sm cP - 4- +8-} cos cPo cos <1+- 2- +cP ~+8 -3' cos cPo Slll cP 0' 

(16) 
which reduces to 

(17) 
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Likewise, the power in the bade lobes is 

(18) 

(19) 

The ratio of power in the front lobe to power in the back lobes is 

? 16 +3 
7r cos· cPo-T cos cPo 4: 7r 

? + 16 +3 
7r cos· cPo "3 cos cPo 4: 7r 

(20) 

Tho front-to-b ack power ra tio depends only on the position of the nulls in the back wheu 
loop sp ac ing is small . An optimum null position for maximum front-to-back power raLio is 
found by differentiating (20), settin g tho result equal to zero, and olving for cf>o. Th e optimum 
cf>o equal s 150 0 • H max is aJso found . 

16 
271" cos 4>0-3 
----1:-::6= 100. 
271" cos cPo+3 

(21) 

I t is evident that the best possible r fLtio of power collected by the front lobe to t ha t collceLed by 
the back lobes for the two-loop array with closely spaceclloops is 100. As fL co mparison, Rp 
is plotted as a function of the null positio n in fi gure 7. The optillluill point is clearly seen Lo be 
a null posi t ion of ] 500 • 
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2.2. Three-Loop Array 

The pattern of the till:ee-loop array is easily derived by pattern n1Ultiplication from the 
pattern of a loop and that of a tln'ee-element isotropic array [Kraus, 1950]. If the three identical 
loops are oriented in a vertical plane, receiving vertically polarized energy, with (0 - 'n-) phase 
difference between adjacent loops, as shown in figure AI, the radiation pattern is given by 
(5A) from appendix 5.1, and is 

E ",= 2 cos <p[l -cos (1/-+ 0)] /- 0. (22) 

Equation (22) is the basic equation used to derive the pattern characteristic in the discussion 
following. 

a . Null Positions 

The null positions in the radiation pattern may be used to exclude unwanted signals. N ull 
positions between the side lobes are derived in appendix 5.1. By rearranging (lOA) the null 
posi tion is 

<po= arc cos (27rb/t) (23) 

Equation (23) is identical to (2). Apparently the null position is the same for the two- and 
three-loop arrays when the same delay is used between loops. In figure 2, the null positions 
are plotted as a function of the ratio of line delay to free space delay between loops. The curve 
can be used to place the nulls at desired positions in a practical array. 

b . Back Lobe Positions 

To gain a clear pictme of the radiation pattern, the position of the back lobes including 
side lobes should be derived. The positions of the back and side lobes are needed also to com
pute the front-to-back lobe ratio which is a measure of the directivity. If (22) is rearranged in 
terms of the null position and simplified as in appendix 5.1, the amplitude, which is all that is 
needed is 

(24) 

If (24) is differentiated and set equal to zero, the r esult is 

sin cp = O 

which is the maximum of the back lobe, and 

(25) 

which is the equation for the position of the side lobes. Equation (25) has been solved graphi
cally and plotted in figures 8 and 9. It appears that the distance between the loops has very 
little effect on the position of the side lobes (fig. 8), but the side lobe positions depend to a 
great extent on the position of the null (fig. 9). The loop spacing for a VLF super directive 
arra~- would be very small compared to a wavelength . In this case (25) reduces to 

(26) 

The positions of the side lobes, CPI, can readily be pomputed with (26) 'when the null position, 
<Po , has been selected. 
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c. Bearnwidth 

One measure of the directivi ty of an an tenna is its beamwidth. The half-power beam
width of the three-loop array is determined by setting E q,A = 0.707 E q,=o, which gives 

(27) 

where 24>.1 is the half-power beamwidth . 
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When (27) is solved gr aphically and plotted (fLg. 10), it is readily apparent tha t the nar
rowest front lobe and the most dU'ectivity occur at the smallest loop spacing. This behavior , 
which seems contrary to normal array theory, is supel'du·ectivity. At close loop spacing, (27) 
reduces to 

rr; ( I -cos 1>0 )2 cos 1>A = -y R , 
cos 1> A - cos 1>0 

(28) 

where 2¢A is the bea mwidth at power level R, which is 0.5 for half-power and 0.1 for one-tenth
power beamwidth . 

The position of the null has some effect on the beamwidth, as shown in figure 11 . The 
advantages of the small beam width associated wi th null angles close to 90° are partially offset 
by a large back lobe fLt 1> = 180°. The front lobe is narrowed consider ably by using three loops 
instead of two loops. Figure 12 shows the beamwidth of bo th two- and three-loop arrays as 
a fun ction of the null position . These curves can be used to sketch the radiation patterns with 
selected null positions if the levels of the back lobes are known . One other consideration in 
sketching the pattern is the loop spaculg at which the m ain lobe splits. An examination of the 
derivative dEq, /# as 1> ----'.>0° is necessar~T to determine when the main lobe begins to split into t wo 
lobes. Lobe-splitting occurs when 

1· dEq, . [7rD ( )J{27rD. [7rD ( )J} </>~ d1> = -4S111 T 1-cos¢0 - 'A- + Sll1 T 1-cos¢0 

is positive. Lobe-splitting takes place when sin [7rD/ 'A (l -cos ¢o) ] is negative, since 27rD/'A+ 
sin [l1D/ 'A (l - cos ¢o) ] is always positive . Sin [7rD/'A (l - cos 1>0) ] is negative when 7rD/'A 
(I - cos 1>0) > 7r ; therefore, lobe-splitting occurs when 
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F IG unE 12. Two- and three-loop array beamwidth 
compa7·ison. 
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By inspection of (29) it must be co ncluded that there is no lobe-splitting for loop spacings 
belo\\- a half wavelength. 

d. Front-Ie-Back Lebe Ratios 

Anolher imporLant aspecL of Lhe clirecLiviL.\- oJ Lite thl'ee-loop ar ray is Ul e ratio of lhe 
IlHL'\.inlUl11 of Lbe front lobe Lo Lhe m aximum of the back or side lobes, which shows the exLe nL to 
which signals from the real' (<1> = 90 to 27 0°) are excluded. These ratios are derived from (24). 
If the amplitude of tbe fron t lobe is divided by the ampli tude of the side lobes, the raLio is 

17 sin2 [ 71,D (I -cos <1>o)J 
l~¢~oo - R _ 1\ _ 

- 1 -
E¢~¢ l (271D)2 3 A-T cos 'f'1 

Similarl~- , the ratio of t he front lobe to the back lobe is 

-sill 2 [~ (1 - ('os <1>0) J 
sinz[71~ (I + COS<1>o)J' 

(30) 

(31) 

These ratios are shown as a function of loop spacin g ill figures 13 and 14 for a varieLy of null 
positions. In all cases the maximum fro nt-to-bac k ratio or greatest directivity occurs at the 
closest loop spacing_ This is contrary to the usual alTay in which directivity increases with 
aperture length . This again shows superdirectivity tendencies. 
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and 

For small loop spacing, (30) and (31) reduce to 

R 27 (I-cos CPO)2 
1= '4 cos3 cf>o 

R =_(I-COS CPO)2. 
o l + cos CPo 

(32) 

(33) 

If RI and Ro are plotted as a function of the null position, as shown in figure 15, an optimum 
null position is apparent where RI equals Ro. This condition occurs at CPo= 138.6 and 221.4°, 
where RI and Ro are 49 (or 33.8 db). A very wide range of null positions can be selected in 
which the front-to-back ratio is greater than 28 db. 

In applications where the three-loop array is in a multiple-source field, such as sferics at 
VLF, it is important to optimize the ratio of power collected by the front lobe to that collected 
by the back lobes. The power ratio may be derived from (24). For small loop spacings, (24) 
reduces to 

[ 2nD J2 [E.pl = cos cP -f..- (cos cP-cos cf>o) • (:14) 

The ratio of power in the front lobe to that in the back lobe is 

(35) 
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The power need only be integrated over haH the pattern since there is synunetry about ¢= Oo_ 

(7rD)4 (7r 8 3 9 32 15 ) 
32 T 4 cos' 4>0-'3 cos 4>0+8 7r cos2 4>0-15 cos ¢o+96 7r 

(7rD)4 (7r ,8 9 32 15 )' 32 T 4 cos ¢0+"3 cos3 ¢0+8 7r cos2 ¢o+ 15 cos ¢o+ 96 7r 

(36) 

which reduces to 

( 1 ,+9 2 + 15) (8 3 +32 ) 7r 4 cos ¢o 8 cos 4>0 96 - "3 cos ¢o 15 cos ¢o 

R p=' (1 9 15) (8 32 )' 
7r 4 cos4 ¢0+8 cos2 ¢o+ 96 + "3 cos3 ¢o+ 1.5 cos ¢o 

(37) 

The front-to-back power ratio depends only upon the position of the null when loop spacing is 
small . Equation (37), which is plotted in figure 16 shows that the power ratio remains above 
30 db over a wide range of null positions . The optimum front-to-back power ratio of 35 i1h 
occurs at 144 and 216°. 

3 . Limiting Factors in Loop Spacing 

Although the results show that the smaller the loop spacing the greater the directivity, 
there are certain limitations. The limiting factors in loop spacing are the amplitude and phase 
inequality in the loop voltages received in the direction of a null and to a lesser extent the 
coupling between loops. Ooupled with this is the decrease in amplitude of the main lobe of 
the array as the loops are spaced closer . 

3. 1. Amplitude and Phase Inequality 

The resultant null voltage from a pair of loops is derived in appendix 5.2, and is expressed as 
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270 

(38) 

wher e £lelZ is the amplitude difference between the loop voltages and £le12 is the phase difference 
between the loop vol tages; El is the voltage from one loop . 

In a similar manner the resultan t null voltage from a three-loop array derived in appendix: 
5.2 is 

where 
£lez3 is the amplitude difference between loop 2 and 3, 
£len is th e phase difference between loop 2 and 3, and 
E3 is the voltage from loop 3. 

(39) 

T h e resultan t null voltage can become qui te large and obscure t he null i f the loop voltages 
are unequal and ou t of phase. The ampli tude difference is most impor ta,n t because the phase 
difference tends to simply relocate the null position, while the a,mplitude difference limits the 
dep th of the null . This is especially true in the two-loop array case. In the t lu 'ee-Ioop array 
case, phase difference between the loop voltages tends to cr eate two null posit ions. One per
cent difference in amplitude and 10 phase shift between the voltages will produce a null voltage 
of O.OIEL in the case of the t wo-loop array and a maximum null voltage of O.04EL in t.h e case 
of the three-loop array. 

3 .2 . Coupling Between Loops 

Coupling between loops could be a serious problem in loop arrays if sufficien t voltage is 
coupled from one loop to ano ther to cause an inequali ty in the loop voltages. The coupling 
between adj acen t loops may be determined b )T der ivin g the r atio of the field produced by the 
adj acent loop to the free space radiation field. These ratios for t he E and H fields derived in 
appendL'{ 5.3 are 
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~o=_1 [7!~ (~)2 (~)+j7r1 (~) (~)2J j_ 27rD 
}1.,1 1. r 2 DAD A A 

11 -

(40) 

" 0 
and 

H¢__ ] [7r2(r)2(r) . 3(1')(1')2 .7r(r)3J) 2rrD - - - - - - - + J7r - - - J - - -~. 
III I . J" 2 DAD A 4 D A 

/l -

(41) 

1'0 

From (40) and (41) it is obvious that the ratio of the fields will be quite small if t he ratios of 
loop r adius to loop spacing and loop radius to wavelength are small. 

At YLF frequencies the loop radius of a practical array is by necessity small compared to 
the wavelength, and the loop radius can be made small compared to loop spacing so the r atio 
of t he fields and bence the coupled voltage will be quite small. For example, if 

r /A= O.OOO l, r/D=O.Ol and 1'/1'0=0.1. 

Then the ratio of fields or ratio of coupled voltage to received voltage is 

which is very small and insignificant. 

3 .3. Front Lobe Amplitude 

Th.e ot lter limitation on loop proximity is the amplitude of the front lobe. For Lbe three
loop array (24) gives 

which is the ampli tude of the front lobe normalized to the voltage from one loop. For very 
close loop spacings the amplitude of the front lobe is quite small. The ampliLucl e is equal to 
the voltage from one loop when the spacing is 0.0833 wavelength and decreases r apidly as the 
loops are brougb t closer toge ther. vVhen the loops are spaced at less than 0.1 wavelength, 
(42) reduces to 

(43) 

For the optimum arra." (that is, equal back lobes) (43) reduces to 

E ¢=oo= 121 (~y . (44) 

Similarly for a two-loop array with equal back lobes and close loop spaclDg the front lobe 
amplitude is 

(45) 

The limitation on loop spacing is readily apparent if the front lobe amplitudes (44) and (45) 
are compared to the null voltages with 1 percent difference and 10 phase sh ift in loop voltages . 
In the case of the two-loop array the null voltage and front lobe are equal at a loop spacing of 
0.0017 wavelength . The t hree-loop arr ay has equal null and front lobe voltage at a loop spac
ing of 0.018 wavelength. Of co urse the back lobes will be obscured at eve n greater loop 
spaclllgs . 

4. Conclusions 

The three-loop array has greater directivity t han the two-loop array, and the directivity 
is greatest for small loop spacing. The beamwidth is narrowest, the front-to-back vol tage 
and pov,rer ratios are greatest , and the position of the back lobes and nulls are most invariant 
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when closely spaced loops are used. Another importan t feature of the loop alTay- particularly 
useful for receiving sferics- is its broad bandwidth. Its char acteristics change very li ttle 
with frequency for close loop spacings since there is very li ttle coupling between loops. 

Any inequali ty in the signals from t he loops tends to obscure the fron t and back lobes; 
this will limi t the proximity of the loops. 

A summary of the derived equ ations is presen ted in tables 1 and 2. 

T A B LE 1. Summary of equations for the three-loop array 

Characteristic General 

Pattern of three-loop array ______________ __ E .,=4 cos</> sin' [ ,,: (cos </>-cos ¢ o) J 

N ull positions ____________ __ _______________ </>o=a rc cos (2"~/A ) 

. [ .-D J 2"D Side-lobe positions __ ______ _________________ Sin -x (cos </>I-COS </>0) =-T cos </>1 

lIalf-power beamwidth (2¢A) ______________ COS¢A sin' [ ,,: (COS </>A-COS¢O) ] 

=0 .707s il1 ' [ ,,: (l -cos¢o) J 

Fr ont lobe splitting. __ ________ ______ ------- ¥ > l _ C10S </>0 

Fran !-to-back voltage rat io: -s in' ['"f! (l-cos </>0) J 
(Back lobe Ro) __ _______ _________________ Ro sin ' [ ,,: (1+cos¢o) J 

sin ' [ ,,: (I -cos </>0) J 
(Side lobes RI) ___________________________ R I 

(hD)' T COS3</>1 

D/A~O 

--------------

[ 2"D J' E .,= T (cos¢-cos¢o) cos¢ 

</>o=arc cos (2,.-~/X ) 

0 -0-( I-cos </>0 ) COSq;A.= .1 I 
cos ¢.1 - cos </>0 

!2> __ 1_ 
A I -cos¢o 

RO=_ (I -COS</>O) ' 
l+cos </>0 

R I='!!. (I -cos </>0)' 
4 cos'</>o 

Front-to-back power ratio __ ____ ________ __ _ (D/X->O ) 
,, (! cos' </>o+~ cos' </>,+~ ) - ( ~COS 3 ¢0+~ cos <Po ) 

4 8 96 J 15 

( 1 9 15 ) ( 8 3? ) " 4 cos' </>0+8 cos' ¢0+ 96 + :I cos3 ¢o+li cos </>0 

T ABLE 2. SwnmaJ'y of equations for the two-loo p aJ'ray 

Characteri stic General D/X~O 

------------------1------_·_-----------1----------------

Pattern of two-loop array _ __ _ ____ __________ E .,= 2 cos </> sin [ .-: (cos ¢-cos </>0) J E ., =2" D/X(cos'¢-cos ¢ cos </>0) 

Null positions ____ ______ __________ _________ </> o=arc cos [h~/A J </>0= 3rc cos ( 2" ~/X ) 

[ " D J -.-D Side-lobe posit ions ________________________ tan T (cos </>I-COS</>O) = - A- COS¢I 2 cos </>I=COS </> 0 

Half-power bcamwidth (2</>.1) __ __ _________ COS¢A si n [ ,,: (cos </>0) ] cos CPA =~ COS rJ> o±~ 

=0.707 sin [ ,,: (I-cos </>0) ] , /COS' </>0-2.82(cos </>0- 1) 

Fron t-to-back voltage rat io: R
I
= sin [" D/A(1-COS </>0)] 

(S ide lobes R I ) -- ------------------------ cos ¢I sin [" D/X(cos </>1 -cos </>0)] 

- ["D J sm T (I - cos </>0) 
(Back lobe R o) ________ ____ _______ __ _____ Ro [ D ] 

- " sm T (!+cos </>0) 

R atio of power in the fran t lobe to that in whell 
the back 10 bes. ' 

D 
~O 
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RI I -cos¢o 
COS </>, (cos </>I-COS </>0) 

Ro= l - COS¢o 
I+cos </>0 

R _" cos' </>0- 16/3 cos </>0+3/4" 
p - " cos' 1>0+ 16/3 cos </>0+3/4.-

L __ _________ ._ 



The author thanks Vernon Kamp and I van Rainwater for their effor t in calculaLing the 
curves in the figlll'es. 

5 . Appendix 

5 .1. Loop Array Received Voltage Analysis 

If the loops are oriented in line in a vertical plane and receiving vertically polaJ'ized energy 
equally in all loops from a linear wave front , the resultant voltage received at an angle rf> in the 
horizontal plane can be derived with the aid of figure AI . 

If the receiving elements in figure Al are fu'st considered to be isotropics with delay, 
- 0, as shown 

Factoring out e-J/j 

By de11oine's theorem 
eJx+e- JX= 2 cos x 

E q,= 2[I -cos (y(+ o)]/-o. 

Three-Loop AlTay 

(IA) 

(2A) 

(3A) 

(4A) 

By pattern mul tiplication [Kraus, I950a] the received voltage of the three-loop aJTay is 

E q,= 2 cos rf>[l -cos (>1+ 0) ]/- 0. 

From inspection of (5A) the null positions occur when 

cos (f + o) = l 
or 

then 
f =-o. 

If 

then 

where rf>o is the null position. Then substituting (lOA) into (5A) the result is 

</>=180· -

FIGURE At. 

G6GGQ6-6;~-10 
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</>=0· 

(5A) 

(6A) 

(7A) 

(SA) 

(9A) 

(lOA) 



E ,p=2 cos 4> [I -COS C~D cos 4>-~ cos 4>0) J /- 0 

=2 cos 4> [ I -cos [2~D (cos 4>-cos 4>0) JJ / - o. 

By using the trigonometric identity 
I -cos 2x= 2 sin2 x 

the received voltage reduces to 

E ,p=4 cos 4>sin2 [7T~ (cos 4>-cos 4>0) J /-0. 

Two-Loop Array 

If only the 1st and 2d receiving elements are used in figure Al 

E,p = 1-e- j (fHI . 

Factoring e -j G+D out of (l4A) we have 

-j (~+~) [ +j (~+~) -j (~~~)J E ,p= e 22 e 22 -e 2 _2 • 

By deMoivTe's theorem 

By pattern multiplication [Kraus 1950a] the received voltage of the two loop array~is 

From inspection of (18A) the null positions occur when 

or 
f + 8= 0, 27T, 47T, 

This is the same as the three-loop case. Then 

f =-o 
since 

then 

2'lfD 
f =-;>..- cos 4> 

27rD h . h II .. - o=T cos CPo were 4>0 IS t e nu posItIOn. 

Substituting (22A) and (23A) into (18A) the two-loop received voltage is 

[ . (7r D 7r D )JI f 8 E¢= 2 cos 4> SID T cos 4>-T cos 4>0 -2-2' 

. [7rD JI (f+ 8) = 2 cos 4> Sill T (cos 4>- cos 4>0) - - 2- . 
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(llA) 

(12A) 

(13A) 

(l4A) 

(15A) 

(16A) 

(17A) 

(18A) 

(19A) 

(20A) 

(2lA) 

(22A) 

(23A) 

(24A) 



5 .2 . Null Voltage Analysis 

The null voltage will depend on the equality and phase difference between the individual 
received loop voltages. The effect of amplitude and phase differences between loop voltages 
on the resultant null voltage can be determined using figme A2. If the loop received voltages 
are assumed to be sinusoidal they may be added to show the effect of small phase differences, 
M, and amplitude difference on the resultant null voltage, ET • When only loops No.1 and 
No.2 are considered, the null voltage of a two-loop array is 

By using the trigonometric identity 

sin (x ± y) = sin x cos y ± cos x sin y 

eT= E 2 sin wt- EI[sin wt cos (± LlOI) ± cos wt sin ± Od 

when LlOI is small 

Using these approximations, 

where 

The ampli tude of 

sin ± LlO ~ ± LlO and cos ± LlOI ~ 1. 

er = E 2 sin wt - EI sin wt - LlOIEI cos wt 

= (E2- E I) sin wt-LlOIEI cos wt 

= Lle12 sin wt-LlOIEl cos wt 

(25A) 

(26A) 

(27A) 

(28A) 

(29A) 

(30A) 

(31A) 

The null voltage of the three-loop array can be derived similarly by summing all three 
loop voltages shown in figme A2. 

By using 26A, 

t r= 2E2 sin wt - El[sin wt COS ± M12 ± COS wt sin ± LlOl2l 

- E 3[sin wt cos ± Ll023 ± cos wt sin ± M23l. 

FIG URE A2. 

Er 
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(32A) 

(34A) 



When 6.012 and 6.023 are small 

Then 

COS ± 012 ~ 1 

COS ± 023~ 1. 

er= 2E2 sin wt - EJ[sin wt+ 6.012 cos wt]-E3[sin wt+ M 23 cos wt] 

= 2E2 sin wt-El sin wt-E3 sin wt - EIMI2 cos wt-E36.023 cos wt 

From (40A) it is evident that the amplitude of Er is 

E r= 16.e12+ 6.e23-j(E1MJI2+ E 36.023) I· 

5 .3. Coupling Between Loops 

(35A) 

(36A) 

(37A) 

(38A) 

(39A) 

(40A) 

(41A) 

The voltage induced in a loop by a nearby loop may be an appreciable fraction of the 
voltage induced in that same loop by the free-space radiation field . The coupling between 
adjacent loops can be determined by deriving the r atio of the field produced by the adjacent 
loop to the free-space radiation field. 

If two small single-turn loops are oriented in line in the O-plane, the field intensity pro
duced by one loop in the vicinity of the other is given by [Scbelkunoff, 1952] 

E o=-'I1 -- 1+-. - e- J~D cos <p (32IA( 1) . 
47rD J{3D 

(42A) 

l -T _ {32IA ( +_1 ___ 1_) -j~D 
-:1 ",- 47rD 1 j{3D {32D2 e cos <p. (43A) 

In the plane of the loops 
{32IA ( 1) 

Eo= 47rD 1+ j{3D / - {3D (44A) 

(45A) 

Equations (44A) and (45A) are the field components in the vicinity of the loop produced by 
current I in the nearby loop . If the current induced in to the nearby loop were known the 
ratio of the coupled field to the free-space field could be derived. The maximum voltage 
induced in the nearby loop antenna in a free space radiation field is [Jean, Taggar t, and Wait , 
1961]. 

from which 

V L = j{3AEr 

I = V L = j{3AEr. 
ZL ZL 

Substituting (47A) into (44A) and (45A) with {3=2; and A = 7r7'2 

~=(h)~~: (b-j~) /-{3D 

and similarly for t he magnetic fi eld, with 1f£ = '11 , 
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(46A) 

(47 A) 

(48A) 



(49A) 

If (48A) and (49A) are r eananged in terms of the ratios of loop radius to loop separation and 
loop r adius to wavelength, 

Eo (7J) [ (1' )2 (1')2 ( 1' ) (1')3J / D E f = Z£ 71"3 D >: +j271"4 D >: - 271""i 
and 

For small loops the impedance is [Schellmnoff, 1952] 

Z ? r I r ,-,£=24071"- - n -
A To 

7J ]2071" 
ZL 2407l"2 r:. 111 !:... 

A 1'0 

1 

Substituting (53A) in to (50A) and (51A) 

Eo 1 [ 71"2 ( 1' )2 (I') . 3 ( 1' ) (T)2J / D 
E!=ln !... 2" 15 >: +.771" D >: - 271""i 

To 

and 
H q,_ 1 [71"2( 1' )2( 1' ) . 3(1')(1')2 .71"(T)3J / 271"D - - - - - - - +J71" - - - J- -- - -
II! I l' 2 DAD A 4 D A n -

To 

(50A) 

(51A) 

(52A) 

(53A ) 

(54A) 

(55A) 

The ratio of the fields would be quite small for practical antennas at VLF frequencies, for 
example if 1'/ )..,= 10- 4 and r/D = O.Ol and 1'/ro= .l 

~;=2X lO-8+jO.l5 X 10- 8 all d ~~;=-j70X 10- 8. 
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